Adjustment of the Sports Valve is like writing your own name upside down.
Somewhat deliberate the first time, but very soon becomes familiar and intuitive.

POSITIONING FOR ADJUSTMENT

Remove one fork top blanking cap to allow access for the adjustment tool.

Lower the tool down into the fork leg until contact is felt with the Sports Valve.

It is easier to engage one socket at a time, so lift the inner (top) tee-bar out slightly whilst applying light downward pressure on the outer (lower) tee-bar until it drops slightly as you feel it positively engage onto the 7mm socket.

Now turn the inner (top) tee bar applying a similar light downwards pressure until positively engaged on the 4mm socket.

You now have both tee bars fully located on the Sports valve and ready to make an adjustment.

When adjusting either the compression or rebound, always keep the other tee bar located on the valve and held it in its current position so as not to alter both settings at once.
MAKING A REBOUND ADJUSTMENT

The top (inner) tee-bar adjusts rebound damping having 30 clicks of adjustment.

Clockwise – more damping.
Anti clockwise – less damping.

MAKING A COMPRESSION ADJUSTMENT

The lower (outer) tee bar adjusts compression damping. It has no clicks but about 6 full turns of adjustment, from fully soft (anti-clockwise) to fully hard (clock-wise).

When adjusting either the compression or rebound, always keep the other tee bar located on the valve and held it in its current position so as not to alter both settings at once.